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MAKE POINT: PRESS STORIES RE: OSWALD AS THE SOLE ASSASSIN APPEAR IN 

NATIONAL PRESS FIRST ON 11/25,9DAY AFTER OSWALD’S DEATH) AND 

COINCIDENT WITH KATZ 11/25 MEMO TO MOVERS. .... MAKE THIS 

CONNECTION © & 844 48% A RR RR OR RR EK 

2. St. Louis Post 11/25/’63 Dispatch Wade summarizing the evidence against 

Oswald ...He notes the palm print on the rifle lifted by Day (a lie) and O’s 

positive paraffin tests on his hands (not a word about his cheek). . .all crap but all 

part of the Katz memo: Oswald had he gone to trial would have been found guilty. 

Note: Find my files on Wade’s conviction record in Dallas cases. . .********* 

3, ***** Classic BS SAC, Dallas to Director 11/25/’63 concern from the White 

House (LBJ) too much talking taking place with Wade’s office and the Chief of 

Police’s office about the case. This especially refers to DA Wade (see #2 above) 

and his statements about the open and shut case against Oswald. *****Read it 

carefully. 

3A. More examples of Oswald being tried in the MSM, , , ,Esp. The NY Times, the 

paper of record. 

4. Paul Hoc’’s analysis of the Military Intelligence’s correspondence with FBI on 

11/22 about Oswald..... Worth a close review++++++++++He makes some good 

points that make more sense given today’s info on Oswald. . . 

Items 4,5, and 6 were transferred over to the “Origins of CD 1 file.” | have yet to 

locate where | filed this... .. 

8. See Index 

9 & 10 refiled in CD-1 folder 

11. Another indication of rush to judgment by FBI
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12, 13, & 14 all missing from Batch #A All relevant to Rush to pin the crime on 

Oswald. 

15. Evans to Belmont as stated. Emphasis on “time is of the essence,” says Katz. 

Hoover asks “Just long will it take.” 

16. Notes that Katz is at pins and needles to get the FBI out so all the rumors and 

questions can be put to rest. He notes a telegram from a citizen send to the JD 

said it had to be a conspiracy because Oswald was not a crack shot, etc. Katz 

“recognized(Evans’ words) that no report can resolve minutia.” 

17. Cites press interview with Chief Curry in which he held up pix of Oswald with 

arifle..... Curry is quoted as saying “This clinches it.” This


